
Pupil Voice Findings 20.11.20 

What do you think science is? 

Pupils across the school had a good understanding of ‘school’ science and explained clearly 

that through science we can ask and answer questions and “find out” through enquiries. 

There was progression in knowledge/ vocabulary through the key stages as the children 

shared their ideas with KS2 using more technical language of subjects and enquiry types.  

Children in KS1 were very confident to say that they it didn’t matter if their knowledge/ 

predictions/ ideas were wrong as they were finding things out. 

 

What is a scientist? What does a scientist do? Can you name any scientists?  

Children across the school were less confident answering these questions. In relation to 

‘What is a scientist/ what does a scientist do?’ they focused heavily on “someone who 

does experiments.” Upper KS2 were able to add some further info regarding the fact 

that a scientists work impacts society in some way.  

Children stuggled to name any scientists, KS1 couldn’t name any. Lower KS2 named Mary 

Anning and Gideon Mantell (learnt about at home). Upper KS2 named Charles Darwin, 

Abraham Lincoln, (Albert) Einstein, Something Bernard who made the internet, Smith 

brothers who invented aeroplanes. It is noticeable that all these scientists are dead 

and whilst important in terms of the progression of science and our understanding of 

the world, they are not massively relevant to our everyday life.  

 

How often do you do science in your class? 

Children were very confident to say that they all learn science at least once a week.  

 

What do you like best about science?  

Overwhelmingly the responses to this linked directly to practical science and 

investigations/ enquiries. There was also reference to ‘watching real scientists’ and 

looking at artefacts to aid learning.  

 

How could we improve science at HPS? 

The children were really thoughtful about their responses to this question and whilst 

they all wanted ‘more experiments’ they also mentioned greater use of the outside area, 

resources such as more books for research, assemblies and school trips/ visitors with a 

science focus.  



Next Steps 

Teach children explicitly what the definition of a scientist is (with explanation) and 

continue to refer to this regularly for it to become embedded.  

‘a person who is studying or has expert knowledge of one or more of the 

 natural or physical sciences.’ 

 

Develop science capital as a school through introduction of relevant/ modern scientists 

emphasising to children how they can be scientists in a range of different careers, look 

at how more of our trips/ visitors (parent links?) / experiences can have a science focus.  

 

Consider how we can expose children to more real life/ out of class science. 

 Pond 

 Forest 

 Weather experiments 

 Pattern seeking e.g. do bigger leaves always fall first? (lots of examples on Ogden 

Trust website)  


